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Rose petals with a novel and steady air bubble pinning effect in aqueous
media†
Jingming Wang,*a Qinglin Yang,a Mingchao Wang,a Chun Wanga and Lei Jiangab
Received 9th September 2011, Accepted 23rd November 2011
DOI: 10.1039/c2sm06705f
Many well-known natural superhydrophobic surfaces exhibit unique characteristics when immersed in
the aqueous medium. In the present paper, the phenomenon of the steady pinning effect of air bubbles
on a rose petal with a combination of hierarchical rough structures (i.e., micropapillae and nanofolds)
is described. The pinning force of a 2 mL air bubble is ca. 101.2 mN, and the critical flow velocity of
water leading the three-phase contact line (TPCL) to slide is as quick as 124.7 mm s1. The artificial rose
petal surface was prepared from polydimethlsiloxane (PDMS) by a casting technique. It has the same
nanofolds and micropapillae as the rose petal surface, and shows a similar air bubble pinning effect.
The pinning force and the critical flow velocity of the artificial rose petal surface are 140.7 mN and
156.7 mm s1, respectively. Smooth and rough PDMS films with an ordered nanostructure or patterned
microstructure are utilized to study the contribution of the micro/nano hierarchical structures to the air
bubble pinning effect. Particularly, the facility that the captured air pockets in the nanostructure of the
rose petals (ca. 500–600 nm in width on each micropapilla tip) coalesce with the air bubble is shown.
The process where a periodic array of microstructures (diameter: 16 mm, height: 7 mm) construct
‘‘absorbed’’ islands to avoid the coalescence between the adjacent air pockets on the nanofolds is
demonstrated as well. The important roles of the size and distribution of the microstructure of the rose
petal in the air bubble pinning process are highlighted. This steady pinning effect induced on
superhydrophobic surfaces with micro/nano hierarchical rough structures should spark further
theoretical study on other bubble-related interfacial phenomena and should open a new avenue for
their application in industrial processes, including the cleaning of boats contaminated by plankton and
oil, reduction of drag friction on ships and submarine hulls, and the foaming control process.

1. Introduction
Many biological surfaces exhibit amazing characteristics,
including the directional water collection on the backs of the
desert beetle and wetted spider silk,1 the dry-style antifogging
effect of the compound-eyes of mosquitoes,2 the effortless
standing and quick waterborne movement of the legs of water
spiders,3 and the self-cleaning effect of lotus leaves.4 Numerous
studies have revealed that these interesting characteristics of the
biological surfaces are attributed to their special wettabilities in
combination with unusual micro/nano- hierarchical structures
and chemical composition.5 Inspired by nature, artificial surfaces

a
Key Laboratory of Bio-Inspired Smart Interfacial Science and Technology
of Ministry of Education, School of Chemistry and Environment, Beihang
University, 100191 Beijing, P. R. China. E-mail: wangjm@buaa.edu.cn;
Fax: +86 10 8233 6066; Tel: +86 10 8233 6066
b
Beijing National Laboratory for Molecular Sciences, Key Laboratory of
Organic Solids, Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
100190 Beijing, P. R. China. E-mail: jianglei@iccas.ac.cn; Fax: +86 10
8262 7566; Tel: +86 10 8262 1396
† Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) available: See DOI:
10.1039/c2sm06705f/

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

with different wettabilities have been constructed and explored.
These surfaces have immense importance in fundamental
research and abundant potential applications.6 However,
research efforts have been devoted more to examine the surfaces
with different wettabilities in air rather than in an aqueous
medium.7
The wetting/dewetting properties of these surfaces have
a number of equally important uses in the aqueous medium.
These are crucial to the cleaning of boats contaminated by
plankton and oil,7 the reduction of drag friction on ships and
submarine hulls,8 and the foaming control process.9 To carry out
these processes, the surfaces must be ingeniously designed and
the interaction between these surfaces and oil droplets/air
bubbles in the aqueous medium (which involves two or more
phases) should be completely understood. Fortunately, some
aquatic organisms provide us representative examples and
inspiration to design and create the above-mentioned interfacial
materials. An intriguing example is the lotus leaf, which is
famous for its self-cleaning effect in an air environment. It not
only captures air to form an air protective layer to avoid being
rusted in the aqueous medium, but also creates air bubbles
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2261–2266 | 2261

completely spread on its surface (i.e. so called air bubble bursting
effect).10 Therefore, it is believed that there are many well-known
natural superhydrophobic surfaces that exhibit extraordinary
characteristics when immersed in the aqueous medium.7b These
will open a new avenue for applications in industrial processes.
In the present study, the behavior of an air bubble on the rose
petal surface, a well-known natural superhydrophobic surface
with high adhesive force for water droplets,11 was investigated.
Air bubbles showed the ability to pin themselves on the superhydrophobic rose petal. The pinning effect was maintained
through strong pinning force because of the special hierarchical
rough structures of the petal surface, which are composed of
micropapillae and nanofolds. This effect was shown to be
reproducible on an artificial rose petal, i.e., a superhydrophobic
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film with similar hierarchical
rough structures. Consequently, a plausible mechanism was
proposed to explain the pinning effect in a three-phase system.

2. Experimental section
2.1.

Superhydrophobic rose petals from nature

Fresh rose petals were obtained from a garden in Beijing, China.
Samples of rose petals were cut into square pieces avoiding the
veins. Each piece was ca. 10  10 mm2 in size.
2.2. Fabrication of PDMS films with hierarchical structure
inspired from rose petals, ordered nanostructure and patterned
microstructure
The artificial petals were prepared by a casting technique. The
micropapillae and nanofolds comprised the micro/nano hierarchical rough structures of the face of the rose petal surfaces, while
the nanofolds constructed the back of the rose petal surfaces.
Therefore, the face and back of the rose petal were use as the
template to make PDMS films with hierarchical structure and
nanofolds, respectively.12 An aqueous solution of poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA) (Mw z 88 000 g mol1, ca. 10 wt%) was poured
onto the front and back surfaces of a fresh rose petal and exposed
to ambient conditions. When water evaporated completely at
room temperature, the PVA films were peeled off; they contained
the imprints of the inverse structures of the front and back of the
rose petal surfaces. The PDMS films were subsequently obtained
by pouring the precursor liquid mixed with the curing agent
(10 : 1 w/w) onto the prepared PVA films, which were peeled off
after curing the PDMS at 70  C for ca. 2 h. The artificial rose
petal and the PDMS film with nanofolds were consequently
constructed. After the precursor liquid mixed with the curing
agent (10 : 1 w/w) was pre-cured at 50  C for 15–20 min, the
PDMS films containing the patterned micropapillae with smooth
surface were then obtained by pressing the precursor into the
prepared PVA film with the inverse structure of the front petal
surface. Subsequently, the film was peeled off after curing the
PDMS at 70  C for about 2 h. The patterned PDMS stamps were
oxidized (30 s) in O2 plasma to render the surface hydrophilic.
The hydrophilic PDMS stamps were immersed in an ethanol
solution (1.0 wt %) of hydrolyzed FAS-17 (Shin-Etsu Chemical
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) for 10 h at room temperature and then
dried under N2.
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2.3.

Measurement

The surface structures of the rose petal and the patterned PVA or
PDMS films were characterized using an environmental scanning
electron microscope (ESEM) apparatus (Quanta FEG 250,
Holland) under ESEM mode and low-vacuum mode, respectively. A square quartz cell (25  25  30 mm3) filled with water
was fixed into the Dataphysics OCA20 system (optical contact
angle measurement), and the samples were positioned horizontally in the water at a depth of ca. 3 mm. All samples were
immersed in the experimental apparatus for 30 min before testing
to achieve a redistributed, well-proportioned air layer in water.
Air bubbles were released from a bent needle (outer-F, 0.52 mm;
inner-F, 0.26 mm; length, 57 mm; width, 15 mm; upward, 7 mm).
Air bubbles could leave the needle orifice when the injection
speed was greater than 10 mL s1. The volume of the exiting air
bubble was ca. 2 mL and the distance between the sample surface
and the needle orifice was fixed at ca. 3 mm. The bubble CA was
measured by the captive bubble method (OCA20, Dataphysics
Inc., Germany), and was used as a quantitative parameter to
investigate air bubble behavior on different surfaces. The
behavior of air bubbles on different surfaces was investigated by
a high-speed camera (HCC1000F, VDS Vosskuhler GmbH,
Germany) with a maximum rate of 1892 frames s1. Recording
time was calculated by the frame frequency and number.
The force required to take the air bubble away from the
substrate in the aqueous medium was measured using a highsensitivity microelectromechanical balance system (Data Physics
DCAT 11, Germany). The rose petal surface was placed in
a square quartz cell (25  25  30 mm3) filled with water, and the
cell was fixed to the plate of the balance system. A 2 mL air bubble
was suspended with a special metal ring, and the samples were
placed on the balance table. The samples were moved upward at
a constant speed of 0.01 mm s1 until their surfaces contacted the
air bubble. The force was increased gradually until it reached its
maximum and the shape of the air bubble changed from spherical to elliptical. When the samples moved down further, the
contact was sharply reduced to near zero and the shape of the air
bubble changed back to spherical.

3. Results and discussions
3.1.

Surface morphology and air bubble behavior on the rose petal

Fig. 1a illustrates the typical magnified ESEM image of a rose
petal surface, wherein a periodic array of micropapillae with
16 mm average diameter and 7 mm height can be seen. The right
inset of Fig. 1a shows of a papilla at higher resolution. The
micropapilla exhibited nanosized cuticular folds ca. 500–600 nm
in width at the tip. The micropapillae and the nanofolds
comprised the micro/nano hierarchical rough structures of the
rose petals surface. The surface is an example of a natural superhydrophobic surface with a high adhesive force for water droplets,
i.e., the so-called petal effect.11,13 The air bubble pinning effect,
which is similar to the petal effect, was observed on the rose petal
surface when it was immersed in the aqueous medium. The air
bubbles steadily pinned themselves to the petal surface even when
the surface was turned upside down (left inset of Fig. 1a).
A high-speed camera was utilized to take a series of optical
images. Fig. 1b shows clearly the dynamic pinning process of the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 1 ESEM images of the rose petal surface and optical images
showing the air bubble pinning process. (a) ESEM images of a rose petal
surface showing a periodic array of micropapillae and nanofolds on each
papilla (right inset: a high-resolution image of a papilla; left inset: shape
of an air bubble on the petal surface, indicating its air bubble pinning
character when it is turned upside down). (b) A series of optical images
showing the pinning process of a rising air bubble, at the time when the
air bubble just contacted the rose petal surface before deformation was
taken as the starting point, i.e., t ¼ 0.

air bubble. As the air bubble rose and at the first contact with the
rose petal surface (i.e., t ¼ 0), it was nearly spherical. The contact
area between air bubble and rose petal surface immediately
expanded, while the shape of the air bubble changed slightly (t ¼
1.09 ms). Subsequently, the air bubble spread out over the rose
petal surface, and its shape started to change because of its
buoyant force. After several microseconds a steady three-phase
contact line (TPCL) formed, and the air bubble ‘‘pinned’’ itself to
the rose petal surface (t ¼ 5.47 ms). The final spherical shape of
the air bubble was subsequently formed on the surface of the
petal (t ¼ 8.21 ms) and it was maintained thereafter. At this
point, the bubble contact angle (CA) was 53.1 . Here, the bubble
CA is the angle at which the liquid–air interface meets the solid–
liquid interface. The bubble’s CA is specific for any given system
and is determined by the interactions of air bubble and the solid
surfaces across the three interfaces. We defined this complete
spreading-pinning process on the rose petal surface as the ‘‘air
bubble pinning’’ effect.
In an air/water/solid system, the steadiness of the TPCL is
crucial to the interactions between air bubbles and solid
surfaces.11,14 The movement of the TPCL was subsequently
investigated when the volume of the air bubble increased and
decreased (Fig. 2). The TPCL did not move at first when the
volume of the air bubble increased. The air bubble TPCL started
to move only when the increase in volume was large enough (t ¼
1.59 s). From then on, the TPCL kept moving with the increase in
the air bubble volume until the air bubble pinned itself to the rose
petal surface again. Subsequently, the TPCL stopped moving
despite the increase in the volume of the air bubble. The TPCL of

Fig. 2 A series of optical images showing the movement of TPCL when
the volume of the air bubble increases and decreases on the rose petal
surface.
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the air bubble started to move again when its volume increased to
a larger value (t ¼ 2.79 s). The TPCL would repeat the ‘‘pinningmoving’’ cycle with the increase of the air bubble volume.
However, the bubble CAs slightly changed during the whole
process of the increase in air bubble volume. Furthermore, the
decrease in the air bubble volume could be only observed instead
of the movement of the TPCL, when air was continuously
removed from the air bubble. That is, the TPCL was pinned
when the air bubble volume decreased. However, for application
in industrial processes, the steadiness of the TPCL of an air
bubble in a flowing aqueous medium is more important than that
in a still aqueous medium.7b,15 Thus, the critical flow velocity of
water, which can cause the TPCL of the air bubble slide, was
measured using a flow control system (Fig. S1, ESI†). The results
illustrated that the critical flow velocity of water that caused the
TPCL of a 2 mL air bubble to slide was as high as 124.7 mm s1.
This indicates a strong pinning action between air bubbles and
the rose petal surface.
Such strong pinning action can be assessed by a high-sensitivity microelectromechanical balance system.7,16 An optical
microscope lens and a charge-coupled device camera system were
used to take photographs at the rate of one frame per second.
Fig. 3 displays the recorded force–distance curves during the
measuring process. A 2 mL air bubble was suspended on a metal
ring in the water, and the force of this balance system was
initially set to zero. Subsequently, the rose petal surface was
brought into contact with the air bubble (Process 1). The rose
petal surface moved at a rate of 0.01 mm s1. When the rose petal
surface left the air bubble after contact, the balance force
increased gradually and reached its maximum at the end of
Process 2. Finally, the balance force decreased sharply when the
rose petal surface broke away from the air bubble in Process 3,
which ended the cycle of the force measurement. The force to
which the air bubble was subjected can be regarded as the
pinning force between the rose petal surface and the air bubble.
The maximum force was approximately 101.2 mN at the point
just before the air bubble left the petal surface. The final balance
force did not return to zero because there was a little air left on
the rose petal surface. Therefore, a slight increase of the force
resulted from the decrease of the buoyancy of the air bubble.

Fig. 3 Force–distance curves recorded before and after an air bubble
contacted the rose petal surface. The inset shows four photographs of the
shapes of the air bubble taken at the corresponding stages during the
measurement process. Process1: the rose petal surface approached the air
bubble; Process 2: the rose petal surface left the air bubble; Process 3: the
rose petal surface broke away from the air bubble.
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3.2. Surface morphology and air bubble behavior on the artificial
rose petal
After viewing this novel phenomenon of the air bubble steady
pinning effect of a rose petal surface, an artificial rose petal with
similar micro/nano hierarchical structures was developed using
the PDMS film. The behavior of air bubbles on this surface was
investigated and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The ESEM
images of the PVA films are shown in Fig. 4a. The PVA film had
the inverse structures of the petal, with a close-packed array of
approximately hemispherical concaves and ditches in the middle
of the concave. Fig. 4b illustrates the representative ESEM
images of the PDMS film, which was duplicated from the
textured PVA film. Notably, the surface of the PDMS film with
a periodic array of embossment showed remarkable microstructures and sizes which were the same as those in the original
rose petal. Furthermore, the magnification of an artificial papilla
(inset, Fig. 4b) reveals numerous nanofolds ca. 500–600 nm in
width. The series of optical images in Fig. 4c were taken to study
the behavior of the air bubble on the artificial rose petal surface.
Air bubbles went through a similar pinning process as they did
on the natural rose petal within 8.21 ms (bubble CA was 54.2 ).
The critical flow velocity of water, which caused the TPCL of the
2 mL air bubble to slide, was as quick as 156.7 mm s1.
Furthermore, the pinning force of 2 mL air bubbles on the artificial rose petal was investigated. Fig. 4d displays the recorded
force–distance curves during the measuring process. The
maximum force was ca. 140.7 mN at the position just before the

Fig. 4 ESEM images of the inverse and duplicated rose petal structures
and the air bubble pinning effect on the artificial rose petal. (a) ESEM
images of the duplicated PVA film with the inverse petal structure. (Inset:
high-resolution image of the inverse petal structure). (b) ESEM images of
the duplicated PDMS film with the similar surface structure of the petal.
(Left inset: a high-resolution image of an artificial papilla with nanofolds;
right inset: shape of air bubble on the surface of the artificial petal,
indicating its air bubble pinning character when it is turned upside down).
(c) A series of optical images showing the air bubble pinning process on
the artificial rose petal surface. (d) Force–distance curves recorded before
and after the air bubble contacted the artificial rose petal surfaces. The
inset shows four photographs of the shapes of the air bubbles taken at
the corresponding stages during the measurement process. Process1: the
artificial rose petal surface approached the air bubble; Process 2: the
artificial rose petal surface left the air bubble; Process 3: the artificial rose
petal surface broke away from the air bubble.
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air bubble left the petal surface, which was larger than the force
on rose petal surface.
3.3. Effect of micro/nano hierarchical rough structures on the air
bubble pinning behavior
Micro/nano hierarchical rough structures always provide
surfaces with a special wetting/dewetting effect.5–7,17 Therefore,
to confirm the importance of hierarchical rough structures on the
air bubble pinning effect, the air bubble behaviors on hydrophobic smooth PDMS surfaces (average water CA of 102.7 
4.8 ) were investigated, as shown in Fig. 5. When an air bubble
collided with this smooth surface, it did not spread but bounced
backward. The air bubble shape changed, and after several
collision-bounce cycles, a steady TPCL finally formed, i.e., the
air bubble remained on the smooth surface (bubble CA of 67.5 
6.5 ). This whole scenario took ca. 20 ms (Fig. 5a). Fig. 5b
displays the recorded force–distance curves during the measuring
process. The maximum force was ca. 26.5 mN at the point just
before a 2 mL air bubble left the petal surface. These results
indicated the importance of the hierarchical rough structures to
the air bubble pinning effect.
To understand further the contribution of each scale rough
structure on the air bubble pinning effect, PDMS films with
ordered nanostructure or patterned microstructure were fabricated. ESEM images of a nanofold array and a micropapilla
array are shown in Fig. 6a and b, respectively. The width of the
nanofolds was about 500 nm (Fig. 6a). The bottom diameter and
height of the micropapillae with smooth surfaces on the PDMS
film were ca. 16 and 7 mm, respectively (Fig. 6b). Each series of
optical images in Fig. 6a0 and b0 describes the air bubble behavior
on the nanofold array and micropapilla array. When a rising air
bubble contacted the nanofold array, the contact area between
the air bubble and the nanofold array surface immediately
expanded, and the air bubble shape changed until it had spread
out over the nanofold array with a bubble CA of 134.5  3.7 . In
contrast, an air bubble spread slightly on the micropapilla array
with bubble CA of 21.2  4.5 . The force–distance curves of the
nanofold array in Fig. 6a00 reveal that the interaction force
between a 2 mL air bubble and the nanofolds was as strong as
225.4 mN, whereas the interaction force was as low as 8.9 mN
(Fig. 6b00 ). These results demonstrate that the nanostructure
played more roles in the pinning force of the rose petal than the
microstructure did, while the microstructure avoided extensive
spreading of the air bubble.

Fig. 5 Air bubble behavior on the smooth PDMS film. (a) A series of
optical images showing air bubble behavior on the smooth PDMS film.
(b) Force–distance curves recorded before and after the air bubble contacted the smooth PDMS film.
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Fig. 7 Interaction forces between the PDMS film surface and air
bubbles with two different volumes [(a) 2 mL; (b) 5 mL)] at different
stretch ratio. The x-coordinate change from 100% to 190% represents the
degree that the PDMS film surface was stretched.

The force dropped to 8 mN after the stretch ratio reached 190%
(the red bar in Fig. 7). The papillae distribution density per mm2
resulted in the reduction of the number of the active nanofolds on
the micropapillae through the stretching of the PDMS film.
Therefore, the nanostructure played a very important role in the
pinning effect of the rose petal.
Fig. 6 ESEM images of the single-scale rough structure on PDMS films
and the air bubble behaviors. (a) Top view of the large-area ordered
nanofold array on the PDMS film. The width of nanofolds was ca. 500
nm. (a0 ) A series of optical images showing air bubble behavior on the
nanofold array depicted in (a). (a00 ) Force–distance curves recorded
before and after the air bubble contacted the nanofold arrays. (b) Top
view of patterned micropapilla array. The bottom diameter and height of
the micropapillae with the smooth surfaces were about ca. 16 and 7 mm,
respectively. (b0 ) A series of optical images showing the air bubble
pinning process on the micropapilla array in (b). (b00 ) Force–distance
curves recorded before and after the air bubble contacted the micropapilla array.

The size of the micro/nano-hierachical structures is significant
to the amazing characters of biological surfaces.1b,2,10,11,18
Therefore, the influence of the rough structure size of the rose
petal on the air bubble pinning effect was studied. The high
elasticity PDMS film allowed it to be stretched to change the size
of micro/nano-hierarchical structures.19 The ESEM images of the
stretched PDMS film reveal that the papillae distribution density
per mm2 decreased through stretching, (i.e., both the bottom
width and the spacing between the adjacent micropapillae
increased), while the top width of the micropapillae and the
structure of the nanofolds changed slightly (Fig. S2, ESI†). The
interaction forces between air bubbles and the stretched PDMS
film surface were investigated at different stretch ratios (Fig. 7).
In this investigation, the stretch ratio is the variation of the
PDMS film area before and after stretching. The interaction
forces between a 2 mL air bubble and the PDMS film sharply
decreased from 140 to 59 mN since the stretch ratio increased
from 100% to 115%. Subsequently, the force decreased to 21 mN
when the stretch ratio reached 130%. The interaction forces of
a 2 mL air bubble could drop to 8 mN if the stretch ratio reached
145%, as shown by the blue bar in Fig. 7. Similarly, the interaction forces between a 5 mL air bubble and the PDMS film
sharply decreased through stretching as well (from 280 mN).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

3.4.

Characterization and analysis of the air bubble pinning effect

Theoretically, if the rose petal is immersed in the aqueous
medium, the possibility of air trapping can be estimated by the
threshold roughness r*:20
r* ¼ 1 þ

tan2 qE
4

(1)

The formation of air pockets occurs if r > r*, where r is the
ratio of the actual area of liquid–solid contact to the projected
area on the horizontal plane, and qE is the water contact angle of
the smooth surface. According to the average size of nanofolds
and micropapillae from the ESEM images of the rose petal, the
calculated r of nanofolds and micropapillae were 7.87 and 1.32,
respectively. (More details can be found in the ESI,† Fig. S4.)
For qE ¼ 102 (the water CA of the smooth PDMS film is 102 ),
r* is 6.53. the calculated results show that the water could enter
into the micrpapillae of the petal but not into the nanofolds, and
air pockets would be formed around the nanofolds. That is, the
water film impregnates the texture; however, islands (air pockets)
would always remain, and emerge above the absorbed water
film.11,17 As known, the water CA determined by the scale of
roughness and chemical components is crucial to the state of the
three phase contact interface. The higher the water CA, the
greater the possibility of air pockets being trapped. Comparing
the water CAs of the as prepared surfaces (Table S1, ESI† S3),
the water CAs of the natural and artificial rose petal with hierarchical rough structures are the highest. Accordingly, the
pinning force of the air bubble and the critical flow velocity of
water leading the TPCL to slide are the largest.
Based on the experimental and calculated results above, a new
mechanism was proposed to reveal the influence of the micro/
nano hierarchical rough structures of the rose petal on the air
bubble pinning effect, as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a presents the
schematic illustration of six micropapillae with nanofolds, which
are immersed in water at a certain distance from the rising air
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2261–2266 | 2265

bubble. The thin water film that separates the solid surface from
the air bubble is defined as the wetting film, and its stability is
controlled by the interfacial interaction forces. Air pockets are
captured around the nanofolds on each separate micropapilla.
The wetting film gradually becomes thin as the rising air bubble
approaches the rose petal surface. The attenuation of the wetting
film finally leads to the coalescence of the air bubble with the air
pockets around the nanofolds, resulting in the formation of fresh
TPCLs. The wetting film around the air bubble keeps draining
along the direction at the adjacent micropapillae shown by the
arrows (Fig. 8b). The existing TPCLs move with the draining of
the wetting film, and then other fresh TPCLs form (Fig. 8c). The
existing TPCLs keep moving up and other fresh TPCLs continuously form until the air bubble has completely pinned itself
(Fig. 8c and 8d).

4. Conclusion
In summary, a novel phenomenon of air bubble steady pinning
on a rose petal surface at high pinning force and critical driving
flow velocity was discovered. The underlying mechanism was
attributed to the micro/nano hierarchical rough structures. Air
pockets captured in the nanostructure of the rose petals easily
coalesced with the air bubble, and the microstructure could form
absorbed islands while avoiding the coalescence of adjacent air
pockets around the nanofolds. Thus, the combination of nanoand microstructures was responsible for the air bubble pinning
effect on the superhydrophobic surfaces. Moreover, the size and
distribution of the microstructure of the rose petal played
important roles in the air bubble pinning process. A superhydrophobic artificial rose petal, which mimicked the micro/
nano hierarchical rough structures of the rose petal, was constructed. It showed a similar air bubble pinning effect. This
steady pinning effect induced on superhydrophobic surfaces with
micro/nano hierarchical rough structures should spark further
theoretical studies on other bubble-related interfacial

Fig. 8 Schematic model of the air bubble pinning process on the rose
petal surface. (a) A rising air bubble approaching the rose petal surface.
(b) The drainage of the wetting film around the air bubble along the
direction shown by the arrows. The fresh TPCLs are formed (in the red
circles). (c) The wetting film around the air bubble keeps draining along
the direction at the adjacent rose petals shown by the arrows. The existing
TPCLs move (in the blue circles) and other fresh TPCLs are formed. (d)
The process of the fresh TPCLs forming. Here, the TPCL is the gas/
liquid/solid interfaces in the red/blue circles, the cross-section view of
which is shown by two points.
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phenomena. From a practical standpoint, the findings have wide
application in the bubble stabilization system, the cleaning of
boats contaminated by plankton and oil, and the reduction of
drag friction on ships and submarine hulls.
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